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Portsmouth working with Government and the private sector 
has the opportunity to develop at a regional level 

flood defence infrastructure capable of developing resilience 
that delivers comprehensive future benefits
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fig. 3 Portsmouth - 100 year prediction (ESCP)
showing probability of areas at risk of inundation  
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fig. 4 Range of high end estimates of global 
sea level rise 
published after IPCC AR4. (European Environment Agency)
AR4 reported outputs are taken from the 3 columns to left.
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Scenario  Mean  Range
RCP2.6   44  28-61
RCP4.5   53  36-71
RCP6.0   55  38-73
RCP8.5   74  52-98
 
The values are relative to the mean over 
1986-2005, so subtract about a centimetre 
to get numbers relative to the year 2000.

fig 5 Table: Global sea-level rise 
in cm. by the year 2100 
as projected by the IPCC AR5.

the city context

Portsmouth is uniquely vulnerable to climate 
change induced rises in sea levels. Not only is 
the city on an island, but the island is relatively 
low lying. The majority of its surface area 
is about 3m above sea level, with Kingston 
Cross at 6.4m the highest natural point. 

On current predictions sizeable areas 
of the island city are at risk (fig. 3). 

Projections however are currently tentative. 
In recent years improved data gathering 
and analysis have increased the degree of 
certainty of the projections, with those built 
into strategic planning policy 10 years ago 
now acknowledged as being out of date. 

Government policy and planning is typically 
founded upon adoption of the  IPCC 
(International Panel on Climate Change) 
projections. However there is considerable 
uncertainty surrounding these projections. 

The lower and medium level scenarios for 
CO2 emissions are not matched by current 
global trends or initiatives. The lowest impact 
scenarios require drastic early emissions 
reductions, zero carbon emissions by 2070 
and subsequent negative emissions and 
successful  CO2 capture. For this reason 
they are already considered by most 
commentators as largely hypothetical.  

Anders Levermann - one of the lead authors of the IPCC AR5 sea level chapter
“In the latest assessment report of the IPCC we did not provide such an upper limit, but we allow 
the creative reader to construct it. ......... 
However, the report notes that should sectors of the marine-based ice sheets of Antarctic 
collapse, sea level could rise by an additional several tenths of a meter during the 21st century. 
Thus, looking at the upper value of the likely range, you end up with an estimate for the upper 
limit between 1.2 meters and, say, 1.5 meters. That is the upper limit of global mean sea-level 
that coastal protection might need for the coming century.”    describes the findings here:

the city context

The projections of the AR4 report (2007), 
regarded by some at the time as highly 
conservative (fig.4) are approximately 
60% lower than the AR5 report (2015). 
For high emissions IPCC now predicts a 
global rise of 52-98 cm by the year 2100. 

But this modelling avoids the marine based 
ice sheets. In all cases the climate change 
induced rise in sea levels is predicted to 
continue for considerably more than 100 years.

Given that the city of Portsmouth is so low 
lying it would therefore be intelligent to 
plan sensibly with sufficient margins for 
contingent risk, to ensure future resilience. 
We should be looking to build infrastructure 
that like our Victorian forebears can be 
expected to last for more than 100 years.

the uncertainty of Portsmouth’s 
vulnerability to coastal flooding

http://e360.yale.edu/content/feature.msp?id=2698


Mud flats BAP Priority Habitat
Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh BAP Priority Habitat
Coastal Sand Dune BAP
Saline Lagoons BAP Priority
Coastal Vegetate Shingle BAP Priority Habitat

fig. 6. Portsmouth and Langstone harbours. 
Marine + Coastal-Biodiversity Action Plan + SSSI sites

fig. 7. Plan of RAMSAR designated sites (ESCP)
Chichester and Langstone harbour, and Portsmouth harbour

environment and ecology

The Portsmouth and Langstone harbours have 
mudflats and intertidal zones recognised as 
having special national and European value. 
They provide unique breeding habitats for a 
variety of species along with migratory birds.  

They are designated: 
•   SSSI’s - a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (a UK conservation 
legislative designation); 
•   SAC -a Special Area of Conservation 
(the EU’s Habitats Directive [92/43/EEC]); 
•   SPA - a Special Protection Area (the EU’s 
Directive for the conservation of birds) 
•   RAMSAR sites (The Ramsar Convention 
is an intergovernmental treaty)

These designations are not however exclusive 
regionally to Portsmouth and Langstone 
harbour, but continue east to include all 
of Chichester harbour. They also extend 
to Pagham harbour further to the east.

Projected rises in climate induced sea 
levels will impact upon these areas 
because as they become inundated the 
intertidal zones will reduce in area. 

How these areas might best be maintained 
and conserved against inundation in the long 
term might be better recognised as an issue. 

environment and ecology



fig. 8. South Hampshire: ESCP 162km coastal management zone
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fig. 9. West Sussex: Chichester harbour 29.5km coastline of 
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ESCP (The East Solent Coastal Partnership) 
is a partnership of south Hampshire local 
authorities that has been formed as a 
regional response to potential coastal 
inundation arising from climate change. 

ESCP are a consortium of 
•    Fareham, 
•    Gosport and
•    Havant borough councils and;
•    City of Portsmouth.  

Within the remit of their area, ESCP have 
begun the process of developing their regional 
analysis, surveying and coastal strategy 
propositioning for addressing local climate 
change induced rises in sea level. In a number 
of locations works have now commenced.  

the context of the regional response

The ESCP remit covers a coastline 
of 162km (fig 8) that is currently 
managed and maintained by: 
•    The Environment Agency.
•    English Heritage
•    Fareham Council
•    Gosport Council
•    Hampshire County council highways
•    Havant Borough Council
•    Hampshire County Council
•    Highways Agency
•    MOD
•    Portsmouth City Council
•    Southern Water and
•    Many private land owners.

To date the ESCP strategy is largely 
defensive and focused on providing defence 
along the extensive existing coastline.

Because Chichester and Pagham harbours 
lie in West Sussex these areas, having an 
additional coastline of approx. 65.5km, 
are outside the remit of ESCP (fig 9).  

This is despite the apparent contiguity of the body 
of water, the topography, geology and ecology. 

Equally the ESCP administrative coastal water 
management authority does not extend to 
include Southampton water to the west.

Administrative segregation unduly 
constrains strategic potential and the 
opportunities which might otherwise arise 
for effective and efficient responses. 

the East Solent Coastal Partnership (ESCP) West Sussex

the context of the regional response



fig. 10. The Dutch Water Authorities 2014

the Dutch experience furthering the regional strategy

Since the C13th the Dutch have had 
independent elected regional water 
authorities responsible for fluvial and 
coastal water management, sewage and 
water quality. Each authorities board is 
chaired by a government appointment. A 
water authorities  territory is typically made 
up of watersheds or polders (fig 10). 

The water authorities hold elections on a 4 year 
cycle, levy taxes and function independently 
of other government bodies. They operate 
collaboratively on unitary strategy through 
the Association of Dutch Regional Water 
Authorities (The Unie van Waterschappen). 

This model continues to be highly successful 
and might be considered relative to the 
UK’s fragmentary policy model, more 
advanced. It provides the Dutch the policy 
framework and capacity to address imminent 
climate change issues more strategically, 
responsively and democratically. It is the 
bedrock of their advanced approach to 
water management, ensuring their strategic 
resilience is logical, efficient and effective.
  
The increasing prevalence in the UK of 
catastrophic fluvial flooding over the past 
5 years and the imminent threat of coastal 
flooding have highlighted the need to improve 
UK climate change resilience at all levels.  

While ESCP is seeking to address the regional 
strategy, this analysis and the following 
proposal suggest there is a need to advance 
policy and practice further, to better:

Protect the city and region against 
the impacts of climate change 
induced rises in sea levels

Maintain the special intertidal 
habitats of the harbours

Develop the framework to provide 
better resilience against all aspects 
of climate induced change

Allow for population expansion and 
the improvement of opportunity, 
health, well being, leisure, amenity, 
ecology, transport and connectivity.

A more positive contribution towards a 
climate change resilience strategy might be 
based on the Dutch water authorities policy 
framework which could prove of benefit 
in addressing the developing scenario.

The south coast sea defence strategy 
identified in this proposal is an example 
of an approach which might be beneficial, 
efficient and effective; and where change 
towards the Dutch model with a more 
unitary and democratic framework 
might have capacity to deliver strategic 
climate resilience more responsively.
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fig. 12  Primary line of proposed defence (dotted red)  
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fig.  11  The south coast from Lymington to Brighton    

a strategic regional proposal 

Rather than, as in the ESCP scoping, defending 
the line of the existing coast line of Portsea 
Island, Portsmouth and Langstone harbour, 
the following proposition significantly 
reduces the overall line of coastal defence. 

It is proposed that a primary line of 
flood defence is established along the 
East Solent coast returning around 
Portsmouth harbour.  This maintains the 
commercial harbour and MOD facility 

The sea defences are extended to Selsey 
and returned north east towards Bognor.
(fig 5 dotted red = Line of coastal defence)

a strategic regional proposal

The Solent region is described by the South 
Downs National Park which lies to the 
north, with Southampton Water, the Solent, 
Portsmouth, Langstone and Chichester 
harbours, the Emsworth Channels and 
the Isle of Wight to the south. The South 
Downs National Park, Chichester harbour 
and Isle of Wight are designated areas of 
outstanding natural beauty (AONB).

Urbanisation is constrained between 
the downs and the sea. This follows 
the congested arterial transportation 
corridor of the M24, A27 (fig.11 ) 

The extensively incised coastline gives the 
area a unique quality and character.  Due to 
isostatic rebound, over recent geological time, 
the land has been sinking and continues to 
do so. This has resulted in the sea flooding in 
to form the Solent and Southampton water.   

At a depth of 11m off Bouldnor on the Isle 
of Wight divers have found remains of a C 
6000 BC wooden building. In the Norman 
period much of the land on the South 
of Hayling island was lost to the sea

Portsea, Hayling and Thorney are three of the 
most significant islands.  Selsey Bill was also 
once an island but due to coastal deposition, 
protection and drainage is now a headland. 

This proposition significantly reduces the 
overall line of coastal defence, by approx. 
75km, to that which in future is more 
sustainably manageable. 

Furthermore it provides better opportunity for: 

•   Ecological conservation 
•   Sustainable transportation connectivity
•   Urban expansion.
•   Tidal energy generation.

In parts the line of coastal defence might 
be constructed to form sustainable new 
public transportation connections to 
link through to Chichester and Brighton. 
(pedestrian, cycle, and tramways -
(ref Portsmouth - The Island City papers. Strategic 
Public Transportation W. Menteth, 2016) 



fig.13. Portsmouth, Langstone & Chichester 
harbours aerial view from the west 
with extent of coastline shown RED

fig.14. Portsmouth, Langstone & Chichester 
harbours abstract of aerial view from the west. 
showing proposed location of barriers
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Proposed barriers:
estimated length + indicative types 
For type reference - e.g. (A) ref. fig. 30
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1.  Chichester harbour -Flap gates
      Clear opening of harbour mouth circa 1,420m
2.  Langstone harbour - Sluices + flap gate (A & G). 
      Clear opening of harbour mouth circa 275m
3.  Tipner Lake - Sluice + double barge gates (A + H)
      Clear opening of harbour mouth 105m
4.  Wicor Lake - Sluices + double barge gates (A + H)
      Clear opening of harbour mouth 460m
5.  Forton Lake - double barge gates (H)
      Clear opening of harbour mouth 165m
6.  Haslar Lake - double barge gates (H)
      Clear opening of harbour mouth 175m

The rise in sea level due to climate change 
is anticipated to inundate human habitation, 
coastal land and the mud flats in and 
around all the Solent, and its harbours, 
and necessitate, on current scopings, sea 
defences along 227km of coastline (fig. 13).  

If protection against coastal inundation is 
positioned along the existing coastline and 
addressed by hard walls or dykes this will 
have some adverse consequences. More 
surface area of the mud flats, both the lower 
and higher level intertidal zones, will be lost 
to inundation and suffer destruction, whilst 
the amenity and recreational value of much of 
the coastline will in addition be damaged. The 
benfits of this approach are therefore limited.

Better water management offering greater 
opportunity and improved scope for social, 
environmental and ecological mitigation 
if intelligent sea defence barriers, (total 
estimated length 2.6km long) are constructed 
across the entrances to the harbours.  

These responsive sea valves would be 
constructed to protect against both anticipated 
increases in sea level due to climate change 
along with apex spring and surge tides (fig 14). 

It is anticipated this would reduce the line 
of coastal defence by approximately 75km 
(1/3rd). This represents an efficiency that 
also contributes more effectively to ensuring 
potential mitigation strategies for the ecology 
and conservation of the harbour mud flats. 

Such barriers could also be designed to 
ensure the free passage of recreational leisure 
craft and other vessels, and obviate the 
need to restrict access to the waterfront.

This proposal therefore calls for a new solution 
to be found to address the risks of climate 
change and tidal surge. That this be located 
at the mouths of Chichester and Langstone 
harbours, (were there is high wave energy) and 
ON low wave energy frontages elsewhere. 

By evaluation of the following innovative 
examples the viability of this proposed 
infrastructure solution maybe better 
understood. Although generally of a larger 
scale and in more complex environments, 
these illustrate how careful consideration 
to briefing of an appropriate engineering 
solution can deliver robust, innovative and 
functional design solutions capable of 
addressing specific contextual needs. 

a strategic regional proposal a strategic regional proposal



fig. 15 Pound docks 
are one of the oldest forms of water control still in use.

fig. 16 Crinan tidal lock 
with the canal joining the sea

fig. 17  A tidal lock on the Marne Rhine canal 
joining a river which is normally below it, but which can at very high tides, rise above it. 
Double gates are shown - resisting water pressure from both directions

fig. 18  The Thames barrier completed in 1984.
protects London and provides shipping access. It is the largest UK storm surge barrier. The 
concept of the rotating gates was devised by (Reginald) Charles Draper

fig. 19 & 20  The Eider storm surge barrage completed 1973, 
with radial gates, provides a bypass dock. It is Germany’s largest coastal protection structure, The 
line of dykes in the Eider region was shortened from 60 km to 4.8 km as a result.

protecting against the sea protecting against the sea 

Pound docks are a traditional and early form of 
valve designed to manage water, constructed 
using gates. This allows the passage of boats, 
that have travelled along inland waterways, 
access between these waters and the sea.

Gates close in a chevron angle to resist 
upstream water pressure. Tidal locks 
are similar but can have double gates to 
resist water pressure from both sides 
depending on the relative water levels. 

In the C20th more advanced mobile valves 
providing barriers between larger bodies 
of inland or upstream waters and the sea 
were developed and constructed.  The 
frequency of there operation varies. 

These were largely engineered to provide 
more effective and efficient methods of 
protecting communities, land and economic 
activity, from flooding during storm surges.

The Thames barrier in London is a rotating gate 
barrier which was developed for this specific 
purpose.  When the gates are open shipping 
access Is provided through the sluices. The 
Eider barrier on the other hand provides 
locks that bypass the radial gate barrier.

Coastal infrastructure has continued to 
evolve and develop.  This provides new ways 
to consider how future resilience might 
best be achieved in the Solent context.



fig. 21 The Dutch delta project began in 1958 and was largely completed in 1986

fig. 24 Plan of the Oosterscheldekering barrier, 
combines islands sluice gates, sea 
locks, harbours and roadway.

fig. 22 & 23. The Dutch delta (left) shown at scale with the Solent region (right). fig. 25  The Oosterscheldekering 
barrier’s sluice gates.

fig. 26. Maeslant storm surge barrier 1997, 
providing 600m clearance for shipping to Rotterdam. The 
pontoon gates float out and are then filled with water.

protection - the Delta project example

The Dutch delta project is very large relative 
to the Solent area. It commenced in 1958, 
following the catastrophic 1953 floods, 
and completed in 1986. 13 sea barriers, 
along with locks and dykes built for a 200 
year life are deployed in inventive variety 
to provide the requisite protection.

In 2015 The Dutch Government 
announced its programme of investment 
in the new Delta 2 project to address 
climate induced rising sea levels.

The original hard edged approach to inland and 
coastal water management has lead to various 
critics.  This is now being addressed by more 
recent soft edge design approaches that also 
‘make space for the water’, whilst enhancing 
and improving habitats.  These strategies 
also aims to absorb tidal and fluvial energy.

As of September 2015, five tidal turbines 
with a total capacity of 1.2 MW. have been 
installed in the Oosterscheldekering barrier, the 
largest tidal energy project in the Netherlands 
and the largest tidal array in the world.

protection - the Delta project example
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committee known as the Comitatone, which 
enabled the Ministry of Public Works to grant a 
single concession for the companies agreed 
upon by private negotiation. 

In 1982 Consorzio Venezia Nuova was 
entrusted by the Water Authority to design and 
implement the measures to safeguard the city, 
which was presented in 1989 under a project 
named Riequilibrio E Ambiente (REA), which 
translates as Rebalancing and the Environment.  

The total investment for constructing the 
MOSE Project is estimated at €7bn ($8.8bn). 
CIPE (Interministerial Committee for Economic 
Programming) financed the project in three 
instalments, of €450m ($568m), €709m 
($896m) and €380m ($480m) respectively, in 
November 2002, September 2004 and March 
2006. 

In addition, CIPE financed €243m ($307m) 
in August 2007, €400m ($505m) in January 
2008, €800m ($1bn) in December 2008, €230m 
($290m) in November 2010 and €600m 
($758m) in December 2011. The remaining 

funds required for the project will be looked 
after by the Committee for Policy, Coordination 
and Control (Comitatone). 

 
2 THE MOSE PROJECT 

The Consorzio Venezia Nuova  come up with 
an abstract design of the mobile barriers at the 
lagoon inlets. This design was finally approved 
in 1994 by the Higher Council of Public Works. 
The project will prevent flooding through the 
installation of 78 mobile gates at three inlets, 
namely Lido, Malamocco and Chioggia, which 
will separate the Venetian Lagoon from the 
Adriatic Sea. 

The first environmental impact study was 
accepted in 1998 and was improved in 2002. 
Construction work of MOSE finally started in 
2003. 

 

 

 

 

For the three inlets a total of 78 mobile gates are 
being laid at the bottom of the seabed as part of 
the MOSE project. They are 28m long, 20m 
wide and will weigh 300t.(fig.1) The mobile 
gates being laid at the bottom of the inlet chan-
nel are supported by 38m long steel and con-
crete piles, measuring 500mm in diameter and 
20m in length, driven into the lagoon bed. The 
gates are installed on caissons 





Fig.1 cross section gate caisson 

fig 28. The location of the MOSE Gates 
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Working of the barrier  

The floodgates consist of a metal box 
structure. Compressed air is pumped into the 
structure when a tide of more than 110cm above 
mean sea level is expected. The air will raise up 
the barriers to the surface of the water to block 
the flow of the tide and prevent water from 

flowing into the lagoon. (fig. 2) 

 

 

They will be filled with water and lowered 
into the seabed again when the risk of flooding 
is gone. The floodgates at each inlet will 
function independently depending on the force 
of the tide expected.  

 

 
"When completed, it will safeguard Venice 

and the villages located within the Venetian 
Lagoon from flooding, and prevent the further 
rise of the sea level."  

 
 

 
3 CHIOGGIA INLET 

 
The Chioggia inlet consists of eight caissons, 

among which two shoulder caissons an six gate 
caissons. The caissons are built by the main 
contractor Clodia (Condotte d’Aqua) in a dry 
dock at approximately 500m from the trench. 
When the fabrication of the caissons is 
completed, the dry dock is flooded and the 

  . One by one, the caissons  are 
floated and warped to the mooring location. 
After being prepared for immersion they will be 

Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2 

fig 27. MOSE Gates. 
Under normal tidal conditions, the gates are completely invisible, full of 
water, rest on the seabed and provide no impediment to the majority 
of craft passing over. When a high tide is forecast, they are emptied 
of water by introducing compressed air and rise up until they emerge, 
creating a barrier which temporarily isolates the sea from the lagoon. 

fig. 29 MOSE, Lido inlet

Named after Moses, the MOSE (Modulo 
Sperimentale Eletromeccanico, - meaning 
Experimental Electromechanical 
Module) will protect the Venetian lagoon. 
The project is in its final stages and 
nearing completion. The initiative was 
precipitated by the great flood of 1966.  

Amongst its stringent requirements the 
protection of Venice from ever more 
frequent and intense flooding, and 
maintenance of the Lagoons sensitive 
ecology, were particular priorities. 

There are 78 hinged flap gates extending 
1.6km at 3 lagoon inlets which can 
withstand up to 3m surges above the 
internal lagoon level. The barrier can be 
closed in 15mins and lowered in 30mins.  
One integrated shipping lock is provided.

protection - the MOSE project example protection - the MOSE project example

Improvements to the lagoons water quality, eco 
systems and 63km of new beaches have been 
implemented with the project.  The MOSE will 
protect the Venetian lagoon against a projected 
climate induced sea level rise of at least 60cm

The tide in the lagoon basin is lower 
than in other areas of the world but the 
surge phenomenon becomes significant 
when associated with atmospheric and 
meteorological factors such as low 
pressure and the bora or the Sirocco, a 
hot south-easterly wind. Those conditions 
push waves into the gulf of Venice.

This protection strategy has been developed 
as a solution to a briefing for a specificaly 
identified contextual problem. When not in 
deployment it provides for the free passage 
of most small craft is relatively unobtrusive 
and has a fast deployment time.



ref. Storm surge barrier: overview and design considerations. 
Leslie F. Mooyaart, Sebastiaan N. Jonkman,  Peter A.L. de Vries , A. 
van der Toorn , M.van Ledden in Coastal engineering 2014
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close during both storm surges and extreme tides3,4. Finally the size of the movable section has to be 
large enough to distinguish it from a closure dam (e.g. Brouwersdam, Netherlands) or a guard lock 
(e.g. Keersluis Keizersveer, Netherlands). Therefore, for this study only barriers with a total length 
spanning over 25 meters have been selected.  For locks a span of 24 meters is seen as the maximum 
economical span for mitre gates (Glerum et al., 2000). As generally structures with mitre gates are not 
considered to be storm surge barriers this is a legitimate criterion.  

Definitions of length and width 

A storm surge barrier consists of three types of sections: a gated section, a dam section similar to a 
closure dam and in some cases a lock. The gated section consists of the hydraulic gates and the 
structures required to operate these gates.  

The main dimensions used in this study are defined here. The length of the barrier is the distance 
along the axis of the barrier reaching from bank to bank. The length of the opening is the same as the 
span of the gates. The total of all the spans of a barrier is called the cumulative span of the gates or the 
total span. In this study the width of the lock is the same as the span of its gates. Although the length of 
the lock is not investigated in this study, it is mentioned that it is perpendicular to the axis of the 
barrier. All these dimensions are presented in a schematic top view of an imaginary storm surge barrier 
with dam sections, a lock and two hydraulic gates in figure 1.   
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Figure 1: Basic top view of a storm surge barrier 

Categorization of hydraulic gate types 

The hydraulic gate types are categorized by their degree of freedom, both direction of motion or 
rotation. At the studied storm surge barriers the following gate types are found; 
 
Pictogram (Dijk et al., 2010) Description 

Front view 

Vertical lift gates are lifted vertically from the sill to open. Lifting can 
be done using a tower with overhead cables, sheaves and bull 
wheels to support the gate during its operation [0]. 

                                                           
 
3 http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostesperrwerk, assessed at 18/08/2014 
4 http://www.nlwkn.niedersachsen.de/hochwasser_kuestenschutz/landeseigene_anlagen/sperrwerke, 

assessed at 18/08/2014   

A. Vertical lift gates are lifted vertically from the sill to open. Lifting 
can be done using a tower with overhead cables, sheaves and 
bull wheels to support the gate during its operation (O).

B. Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The 
gates are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and 
in closed position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To 
allow maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water.
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Cross-section 

Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 

Cross-section 

The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  

Cross-section 

Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 

Top view 

A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 

Cross-section 

An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 

Cross-section 

Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  

Top view 

A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.

Top view 

Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 

Existing structures and structures under construction 

For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  

 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 
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Cross-section 

Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 

Cross-section 

The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  

Cross-section 

Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 

Top view 

A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 

Cross-section 

An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 

Cross-section 

Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  

Top view 

A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.

Top view 

Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 

Existing structures and structures under construction 

For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  

 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 

C. The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. 
Other names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.
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Cross-section 

Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 

Cross-section 

The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  

Cross-section 

Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 

Top view 

A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 

Cross-section 

An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 

Cross-section 

Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  

Top view 

A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.

Top view 

Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 

Existing structures and structures under construction 

For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  

 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 

D. Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal axis. It lies 
in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The rotary segment gate 
contrasts the normal segment gate as it is possible to sail over the gate in this 
position. Operation of the gate is achieved by the rotation through approximately 
900 thus raising the gate to the ‘defense’ position. A further 900 of rotation 
of the gate positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984)
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Cross-section 

Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 

Cross-section 

The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  

Cross-section 

Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 

Top view 

A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 

Cross-section 

An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 

Cross-section 

Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  

Top view 

A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.

Top view 

Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 

Existing structures and structures under construction 

For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  

 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 

E. A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A floating 
sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating position the 
gates can turn around spherical hinges  on  the riverbanks while during 
operation the doors will rest on a specially prepared foundation structure 
on the river bed; in non-operational condition the doors are stored in 
special docks constructed in the river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989).

F. An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible material, such 
as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is anchored to the sill and walls 
by means of anchor bolts and an airtight and watertight clamping system. The 
gate is inflated with air, water , or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996).
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Cross-section 

Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 

Cross-section 

The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  

Cross-section 

Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 

Top view 

A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 

Cross-section 

An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 

Cross-section 

Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  

Top view 

A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.

Top view 

Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 

Existing structures and structures under construction 

For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  

 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 
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Cross-section 

Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 

Cross-section 

The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  

Cross-section 

Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 

Top view 

A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 

Cross-section 

An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 

Cross-section 

Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  

Top view 

A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.

Top view 

Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 

Existing structures and structures under construction 

For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  

 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 

G. Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, 
pivoted on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the 
gates are operated by filling or emptying them with air.
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Cross-section 

Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 

Cross-section 

The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  

Cross-section 

Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 

Top view 

A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 

Cross-section 

An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 

Cross-section 

Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  

Top view 

A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.

Top view 

Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 

Existing structures and structures under construction 

For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  

 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 

H. A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway , pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or equipped 
with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces (van Ledden 
et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing gate.
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Cross-section 

Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 

Cross-section 

The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  

Cross-section 

Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 

Top view 

A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 

Cross-section 

An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 

Cross-section 

Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  

Top view 

A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.

Top view 

Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 

Existing structures and structures under construction 

For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  

 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 

I. Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm surge 
barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative (Rijkswaterstaat) 
plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are equipped with gated 
openings in the gate itself to limit the load  during the closure.

fig. 30 Types of storm Surge Barrier

      Pictogram   Description
   (Dijk et al., 2010)  

the Solent barriers

Historically barriers have been developed to 
respond to there unique contexts. Although 
there are a range of existing typologies, 
no two barriers are identical (fig.30).

This analysis would suggest that a long life, 
fast response, high frequency integrated 
system deploying a range of mobile barrier 
types across the main harbour mouths would 
be most appropriate in the Solent context. 

These would be small relative to existing 
precedents having the capablity of being 
adapted from existing technologies. 

The challenge in this specific context is to set 
the briefing parameters that fully describe the 
performance of the best strategic and detailed 
solution; and then seek innovative engineering 
designs by open international contest that can 
deliver the best value in response to that brief. 

The tidal power potential
Tidal power potential is approximately 
proportional to the area of water impounded 
and the square of the tidal range.  Thus 
about 4 times as much power can be 
generated at spring tides as at neap tides.

protection - current barrier types

Towns such as Emsworth historically used 
mill ponds to generate power. La Rance 
barrier located south of Portsmouth on 
the north French coast near St Malo is 
specifically designed as a tidal power station. 

Since Sept. 2015 the Dutch 
Oosterscheldekering barrier has been 
installed with1.2MW tidal power generation 
and the considerable potential for tidal 
power generation from any Solent barriers 
might also be explored further.

In the context of the Solent, the best coastal 
defence strategy calls for future resilience, 
ecology and amenity to be key parameters. 
Along with the other water management 
factors described, the potential for tidal power  
should also be a consideration - so that all 
future opportunities are fully appraised.  



Notes

This article by Walter Menteth amplifies 
in part a proposal he originally wrote as a 
design brief for the University of Portsmouth 
School of Architecture masters students for 
their academic programme in 2013 -2014.  

The programme was developed and run 
jointly with his studio colleagues Francis 
Graves and Martin Andrews from the 
Portsmouth School of Architecture, and output 
to representatives from ESCP and Royal 
Haskoning DHV (the consultants appointed 
for the ESCP appraising and design scoping). 

On completion a symposium on the 
research findings was held on 25 June 
2014 along with an exhibition at the 
Somerstone Hub, Portsmouth 20-30 June
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